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boot(1992) spectral-density
Abstract-We generalizethe Franke-Hardle
case.Theextensionis nontrivialandfacilitatesuse
strapto themultivariate
econometricwork,
bootstrapin frequency-domain
of the Franke-Hardle
which often centerson crossvariabledynamicinteractions.We document
the bootstrap'sgood finite-sampleperformancein a small Monte Carlo
experiment,and we concludeby highlightingkey directionsfor future
research.
I.

Introduction

Inferencefor spectrais centralto both theoreticaland applied-time
series econometrics,hence the interestin Frankeand Hardle's (1992)
method for bootstrap inference on estimated univariate spectraldensity functions. In econometric work, however, interest often
centers on crossvariabledynamicinteractions,and hence multivariate
spectra, as for example in Diebold et al. (1998) and Wright (1997).
Unfortunately,the Franke-Hardlebootstraphas not yet been generalized to the multivariatecase. In this paperwe do so. We providea brief
summary of the univariateprocedurein Section II to fix ideas and
establish notation, and we provide the multivariategeneralizationin
Section III. In Section IV, we perform a small Monte Carlo experiment, which suggests that the performance of the multivariate
Franke-Hardleprocedureis superiorto conventional,first-orderasymptotics for sample sizes relevantin econometrics.We offer concluding
remarksin Section V.
II.

trumis bootstrapped,may be performed.The firstproceedsby making
use of the known asymptotic distributionof the normalized sample
spectraldensity.At bootstrapreplicationi, we draw I j'=1 from a
x2 distributionand convertthem into {I(i)(Oj)T/2 1) via

The Univariate Bootstrap

The Franke-Hardle(1992) bootstrapis based directlyon frequencydomain considerations.We briefly discuss the univariate case. Let
f(cj) be the population spectral density of a covariance stationary
stochastic process at frequency wj, let I(wj) be the unsmoothed
(inconsistent) sample spectraldensity, and let f(cj) be the smoothed
(consistent)sample spectraldensity.
It is well known that in large samples the asymptoticallypivotal
statistic 2I(wj)/f(j) =Ej is independentlyand identically distributed
= 2jlTjT
as x2,
1, . . ., T12-1. Equivalently,
21

Then, we smooth to obtainf(i)(w.), j = 1, . . ., T12-1. At the end we
havef(i)(wj), j = 1, . . ., T12-1, i = 1, . . ., R, whereR is the number
of bootstrap replications. Finally, we form confidence intervals for
f(wj), j = 1,..., T/2 - 1, using the empirical percentiles of the
f (i)(wj)'s.
The second variantof the bootstrapis motivatedby the fact thatthe
x2 distributionfor Ej obtains only asymptotically,so that it may be
preferable to sample with replacement directly from the empirical
distributionof the "observed"E*= 2I(wj)/f(wj), j = 1,...,T/2 - 1.1
We proceedas follows. At bootstrapreplicationi we draw{Ej jlj= 1) by
sampling with replacement from {Ejjj= 1) and convert them into
via

tI(i)()l(T/2-1)

I(i)(wj) = - A Ws)E)i,

j = 1, ..., T/2- 1. Then we smooth to obtainf(i)(w1), j = 1,.
T/2 - 1. At the end we have f(i)(wj), i = 1, . . ., R, from which we
form confidence intervalsfor f(wj) using the empiricalpercentiles of
thef(i)(wj) values, j = 1, . . ., T12-1.

III.

The Multivariate Bootstrap

Now we generalize the Franke-Hardle procedure to the Ndimensional multivariatecase. In obvious parallel to the univariate
discussion, let F(wj) be the population spectral-density matrix at
frequency wj, let I(wj) be the unsmoothed sample spectral-density
matrix,and let F(wj) be the smoothed sample spectral-densitymatrix.
d

I(Wj)= _f(Woj)X2,
wj = 2rjilT, j = 1 ... . T/2 - 1. Franke and Hardle suggest replacing
the populationspectraldensity on the right side of the equationwith a
consistentestimator,drawingfrom the distributionof the Ej'sto form a
drawingof I(cj)'s which arethen smoothed,andrepeatingmany times
to build up an approximationto the distributionof thef(coj)'s.
Two variantsof the bootstrap,both nonparametricin the sense that
no distributionalassumptionsare made for the process whose spec-

We proceedby exploiting the result thatI(w)
WN(1, F(wj)), an
N-dimensional complex Wishart, j = 1,..., T/2 - 1.2 Thus, in
parallel with our univariate discussion, we define F(1j)-12 1(w1)
F(oj)-=1/2

Ej

iid
-

_

Ej,

and we have that, in large samples,

W (1, I),

or equivalently,
I(wj) = F(wj)112W(1, I)F(wj)1l2,
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NOTES
The above result suggests our first multivariate spectral-density
bootstrap.At bootstrapreplicationi, we drawa sample spectraldensity
as
I(i)(wj)

= F()l/2WC(i)(
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j = 1, . . ., T12-1, i = 1, . . ., R, where Wc(')(1,I) is a drawfrom an
N-dimensional complex Wishart distribution. We then smooth to
obtain F()(wj), j = 1,. . ., T12-
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1, i = 1, . . ., R, from which we

computeconfidenceintervals.
The second variant of the multivariate bootstrap proceeds by
where * =
sampling tE5i15(1/1) with replacement from {E*}5'/1l,
F(wj)-

1/2 I(oj)

IW((j)

F(wj)-

= F(j

1/2, j =1,

. . ., T12-1.

We then form
o

Monte Carlo Evaluation of the Multivariate
Spectral Bootstrap

We perform a Monte Carlo experimentto help assess the performance of our multivariate spectral bootstrap. The data-generating
process is a bivariatefirst-orderGaussianvector autoregression,

(Y2t
(Eit \

(

(0.5

0
0.5

?

0
05

/

) 1/2Ej)F(j)1/2,

and we smooth to obtain F()(wj), j = 1, . . ., T/2 - 1, i = 1, . . . R,
from which we computeconfidenceintervals.
IV.

0
0.5

X

0.5) (Y2,t-l)1

E2t)
l

N(0, I).

We vary persistence by setting 4 = 0, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 0.95, 0.97, and
0.99, and for each value of 4)we consider six sample sizes, T = 140,
200, 400, 600, 800, and 1,000. At each design point and at each Monte
Carlo replicationi, we generate a realization, yW)}T1, and calculate a
consistent estimate of the spectral-densitymatrix,F(w), at w = -/2.
We perform 2,000 Monte Carlo replications, which yield the exact
finite-sampledistributionsof the elements of F(w) (thatis, estimatesof
the two spectra,the cospectrumn,
and the quadraturespectrum,f1(w),
f2(w), C((w), and qe(w)).Then, for each of the four estimated elements of

the spectrum,we comparethe actual finite-sampledistributionto two
approximations:one delivered by conventionalGaussianasymptotics
and the otherby the multivariatespectralbootstrap.4
The Gaussian approximation is simple and follows from the
well-known result that under regularityconditions the standardized
elements of the estimated spectral-densitymatrix are asymptotically
Gaussian (e.g., Brockwell and Davis, 1992, 447-448). The bootstrap
approximationis also simple, when used in one-time applicationsto
real data;one merely follows the recipe we providedin Section 3. The
computationalburden of Monte Carlo evaluation of the bootstrap,
however,quickly becomes prohibitive.Thus, we do not implementthe
bootstrapat each Monte Carloreplication;instead,precisely following
Frankeand Hardle(1992, p. 128), we adopt an alternativeand clever,
3 Following Franke and Hardle, we compute the estimate by smoothing
the periodogram with a Bartlett-Priestley window. We select the bandwidth
automatically using the method of Beltrao and Bloomfield (1987).
4 We use the variant of the bootstrap based on sampling from the complex
Wishart.
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Notes:f(w) andf2(wo)are the two spectra,c(co)is the cospectrum,and q(co)is the quadraturespectrum.
Dashed lines are actualempiricalCDFs based on 2,000 Monte Carlo iterations.Solid lines are aymptotic
normalapproximations,and dottedlines are bootstrapapproximationsbased on 2,000 bootstrapiterations
from a representativesample. See text for details.

if second-best, strategy. For each sample size, we obtain a typical
realizationon which to performbootstrapreplications, which we do
only once. We obtain the typical realization by generating nine
samples and choosing the one for which the integratedsquarederror
(ISE) of the estimatedspectrumwith respectto the true spectrum,

ISE =

@

|

)f,

+2

(Cc)~~~c2

(q q2

achieves its median, where wj = 2-rrj/T,j =1, . . ., T12-1. We then
implementthe bootstrapon thatrealization,from which we obtainour
bootstrapapproximationsto the actual finite-sampledistributionsof
the elements of F(w).
We display the resultsfor a realisticvalue of persistence(4 = 0.95)
in figure 1. Evidently,the Gaussianapproximationsare comparatively
poor guides to the finite-sampledistributionsin small samples. The
bootstrapapproximations,in contrast,fare quite well for the most part.
And, of course, as the sample size increases, all distributionsbecome
closer.
One can only go so farwith visual assessmentsof the sortcontained
in figure 1. Response surfaces are preferablefor a numberof reasons.
First,they enable us to summarizethe results of the entireexperiment,
ratherthanjust a single design point. This helps us understandhow the
comparativeperformanceof the bootstrapapproximationvaries with
(4, T). Second, response surfaces help us to reduce the specificity of
the Monte Carlo experiment by facilitating generalization to other
(4, T) values. Finally, response surfaces force us to adopt an explicit
measureof divergencebetween the true samplingdistributionand the
various approximations,which is helpful for making precise assessments.
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TABLE 1 -RESPONSE

SURFACE ESTIMATES DEPENDENT VARIABLE:

(ISEG-ISEB)
Coefficienton:
Componentof
spectraldensity:
fi (oi)
f2(W)

c(W)
q(w)

T-114

T-114

-0.166
(0.157)
-0.002
(0.085)
0.018
(0.092)
-0.109
(0.038)

-0.116
(0.288)
-0.310
(0.157)
-0.212
(0.210)
-0.038
(0.058)

T-1/2

0.447
(0.767)
-0.059
(0.429)
-0.216
(0.383)
0.524
(0.154)

T-1/2

R2

1.56
(1.26)
1.95
(0.779)
1.07
(0.991)
0.135
(0.261)

0.49
0.56
0.14
0.48

Notes:f1(w) andf2(w) are the two spectra,c(w) is the cospectrum,and q(w) is the quadraturespectrum.
We reportordinaryleast-squaresparameterestimates,based on an ordinaryleast-squaresresponsesurface
regression with sample size 42, which is the number of design points. Newey-West standarderrors,
computedusing a Bartlettwindow, appearin parentheses.

We display the four estimated response surfaces in figure 2. The
surfaces are usually positive, indicatingthat, throughoutmuch of the
rangeof the experimentaldesign, the bootstrapapproximationis better
thanthe Gaussianapproximation.The graphsalso reveal the natureof
the dependenceof the ISE differenceon T. It is interestingto note that
the comparativeaccuracyof the bootstrapapproximationis best in the
region of most importancefor applicationssuch as macroeconomics:
large 4, small T. Although it is true that the absolute performanceof
both the Gaussian and bootstrap approximationsdeteriorates as 4
approaches1, the performanceof the bootstrapapproximationdeterioratesmore slowly.
V.

Conclusions and Directions for Future Research

We have generalized the Franke-Hardle(1992) spectral-density
bootstrapto the multivariatecase andprovidedsome evidence of good
finite-sampleperformancein a Monte Carlo experiment.As with its
univariatecounterpart,the multivariatespectralbootstrapis intuitive
We model the differencebetween the integratedsquarederrorof the and appealing, because it is based directly upon the well-known
Gaussian and bootstrapapproximations(relative to the true sampling asymptotic distributionof the periodogramordinates.The approach
distribution)as a functionof 4 and T. We have seen thatas T- oo,the complements recent work by Politis and Romano (1992), who
difference in approximationaccuracy of the Gaussian and bootstrap generalize the Kunsch (1989) and Liu and Singh (1992) movingapproximations appears to vanish, which suggests expansion in blocks bootstrap so that it delivers valid inference for spectra, in
negative powers of T. Some experimentationrevealed that expansion contrastto the originalKunsch-Liu-Singhprocedure.
in powers of T-1"4provides a good approximation.Thus, for each of
The obvious item at the top of our agendafor futurework is proof of
the four elements of the spectral-density matrix, we estimate a first-orderasymptotic validity of the multivariatespectral bootstrap.
response surfaceof the form
We conjecture that it is first-order valid, because it is a natural
extension of the Franke-Hardleunivariatebootstrap, which is firstordervalid. Our Monte Carlo analysis supportsthat conjecture,as the
(ISEG
ISEB) = T-114(go + I14 + f2T-1/4 + 934)T-14),
Gaussianand bootstrapapproximationsappearto get closer as sample
where ISEGand ISEB denote the ISE of the Gaussian and bootstrap size grows. We conjecture as well that the multivariate spectral
approximationswith respect to the true finite-sampledistribution.We bootstrapmay offer second-orderrefinements,because it is based on
reportthe least squaresestimates in table 1, together with R2 values an asymptotically pivotal statistic. Our Monte Carlo analysis also
and robust standarderrors. Many of the estimated parametersare supports that conjecture, as the bootstrap approximation appear
statistically significant, and three of the four R2 values are in the superiorin small samples. OurMonte Carloanalysis is not exhaustive,
however, and could be improvedin several ways. Formalproofs of the
neighborhoodof 50%.
asymptoticpropertiesof the bootstrap,moreover,are not at all trivial
and remain elusive, as the univariateproof methods do not readily
to the multivariatecase.
generalize
VARIABLE:
(ISEG-ISEB)
FIGURE2.-RESPONSE SURFACES
DEPENDENT
f2(w)

f1(w)
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